Directed indices for exploring gene expression data.
Large expression studies with clinical outcome data are becoming available for analysis. An important goal is to identify genes or clusters of genes where expression is related to patient outcome. While clustering methods are useful data exploration tools, they do not directly allow one to relate the expression data to clinical outcome. Alternatively, methods which rank genes based on their univariate significance do not incorporate gene function or relationships to genes that have been previously identified. In addition, after sifting through potentially thousands of genes, summary estimates (e.g. regression coefficients or error rates) algorithms should address the potentially large bias introduced by gene selection. We developed a gene index technique that generalizes methods that rank genes by their univariate associations to patient outcome. Genes are ordered based on simultaneously linking their expression both to patient outcome and to a specific gene of interest. The technique can also be used to suggest profiles of gene expression related to patient outcome. A cross-validation method is shown to be important for reducing bias due to adaptive gene selection. The methods are illustrated on a recently collected gene expression data set based on 160 patients with diffuse large cell lymphoma (DLCL).